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Abstract PERSPECTIVE is a large-scale, international

research project that aims to develop a risk stratification

approach for breast cancer screening. This project involv-

ing many researchers as well as samples and data from 30

different countries creates novel ethical challenges. We

discuss some specific issues that have arisen in the context

of the PERSPECTIVE project as well as the innovative

strategies conceived to address them. Even in the absence

of an overarching international organization for the ethics

review of multisite research projects, an adapted, flexible

ethical framework, together with customized sample and

data sharing tools, and a multi-step process for ethics

approvals were successful strategies.
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Introduction

In 2013, we launched a large-scale international research

project on breast cancer screening, entitled PERSPEC-

TIVE [1]. This project raised a plethora of ethical ques-

tions: sample and data sharing; impact on insurability;

jurisdiction issues; retrospective use of samples; data

banking for future research; and the communication of

incidental findings from exome sequencing. Many

researchers have commented on the incredible amount of

time and resources devoted to such ethical challenges [2–

5]. Indeed, delays and costs associated with ethics review

processes are often considered to be an ‘‘unethical bar-

rier’’ to potentially beneficial research of minimal risk

that could improve care [6].

Charged with the ethics management and the related

approvals of the PERSPECTIVE project, we soon reached

the conclusion that it would be necessary to develop a

strong and inventive work plan to avoid being caught in

this web of barriers. While institutions and countries are

still not responding to the call by researchers for a critical

reexamination and ‘‘revamping’’ of the ethics review pro-

cess affecting international projects, we devised some

strategies to manage the current process.

We focus on 3 elements for the efficient management of

the challenges raised by PERSPECTIVE: (1) an adapted,

flexible ethical framework, (2) customized sample and data

sharing tools, and (3) a multi-step process for ethical

approvals. It is our hope that our approach will be helpful

for other international consortia. Although built for an

international project on breast cancer, the management

strategies presented below could be translated and used in

many other international cancer projects or in international

research in general.

An International Research Project on Cancer Involving

30 Countries

The 4-year PERSPECTIVE research project aims to

develop a risk stratification approach for breast cancer

screening. This approach consists of classifying each

woman, through a genetic screening test and personal risk

factors, onto a risk level (e.g., near population risk;
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intermediate risk; or high risk). This classification could

allow the earlier identification of younger women

(approximately 35 to 49 years old) currently excluded from

population screening programs who are at intermediate or

high risk. Stratification would give timely access to adapted

screening measures to this sub-group of women under

50 years of age. Screening (i.e., mammogram or ultra-

sound) could then be offered earlier and/or more frequently

to such women. Although this approach seemed to be

revolutionary during the building phase of the project in

2012, researchers are beginning to advocate for the

implementation of such risk-based screening strategies for

breast cancer [7–9].

PERSPECTIVE is building 4 tools under this approach:

• A clinical genetic screening test (to detect common and

low frequency genetic variants);

• An individual risk prediction model incorporating

genetic and non-genetic risk factors (to allow health

professionals to classify women);

• An online population risk stratification simulation

model (to enable decision-makers to determine the

most appropriate and cost-beneficial screening scenar-

ios); and

• Risk communication tools (to help women and health

professionals to understand risk stratification).

Standard biological analysis (e.g., sequencing) coexists

with this tool-building exercise as well as social science

research that includes interviews and questionnaires.

The parts of the project that raise the most ethical chal-

lenges are the development of a genetic screening test and the

improvement of an individual risk prediction model. Toge-

ther, these parts involve the analysis of more than 90,000

samples and data from 65 studies located in 30 countries.

Building the population risk prediction model also requires

obtaining data from approximately 12,000 individuals from

hospital and governmental databases. Complexity is further

increased due to the fact that sample and data analyses take

place in 4 different laboratories located in 3 countries. At the

end of each stage of the project, the majority of data collected

and analyzed will be stored in a central database at Cam-

bridge University (UK). This central database is intended to

be used for future (unspecified) research.

The project also collaborates with an existing research

platform, the Breast Cancer Association Consortium

(BCAC). This Consortium brings together 89 groups

involved in current or past breast cancer research. Signif-

icant number of samples and data will be provided by the

groups involved in this Consortium and the results from

their analysis by PERSPECTIVE will also be stored in the

central database in Cambridge.

An Adapted, Flexible Ethical Framework

Working with many jurisdictions on sensitive topics

presupposes a multiplicity of non-harmonized positions

on ethics from multiple jurisdictions. For example, some

of our partners in the UK do not need ethics approvals

for epidemiological analyses on phenotypic data lacking

direct identifiers. In contrast, Canadian researchers must

obtain ethics approvals for such analyses. Contradictory

positions also abound concerning the return of individual

results to participants who have provided samples. While

some European partners do not have an ethical obliga-

tion to return incidental findings unrelated to breast

cancer, Canadian researchers could be obliged to return

any unanticipated discoveries having significant ‘‘wel-

fare’’ implications for the participant [10]. In fact,

inconsistency emerges not only from the geographical

and jurisdictional origins of the data and samples, but

also in temporal aspects. In fact, discrepancy is exacer-

bated by the use of previously collected data and sam-

ples (sometimes a decade ago), resulting in a ‘‘forced’’

marriage between former and contemporary ethical rules.

Thus, alternative and flexible solutions allowing the

integration of a wide range of ethical positions should be

considered.

Our framework addresses this diversity of rules and

policies and enhances the flexibility of the modalities for

the implementation of ethical principles.

Indeed, a distinction remains between ‘‘principles’’ and

‘‘modalities’’. The core ethical principles are likely the

same (e.g., protection of persons, maximization of benefits,

non-maleficence), but the modalities to implement these

principles may—and in fact do—vary widely. Thus, we

strive to keep an open mind in order to navigate through

opposing modalities resulting from interpretation and use

of the same core principles.

Table 1 summarizes some issues encountered, their

variability, and the strategies used. This strategy required

the cohabitation of different and contradictory modalities,

as well as the creation of processes to ensure that local

requirements are duly respected. Obviously, this creates

an unanticipated level of complexity for the management

of data and samples. Each set of samples and data has

some restriction that prevents or limits use. Restrictions

depend on the types of analyses; diseases; jurisdiction,

and limits (if any) to sample/data sharing. For example,

while PERSPECTIVE uses mostly coded samples, a few

anonymized samples will be used to respect the original

consent. By their very nature, anonymized results can

never be linked to the phenotype data of a person.

However, there is still some research potential with these

anonymized samples.
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Alternative Arrangements for Ethics Approval

Ethical aspects of large-scale international research pro-

jects involving complex sample and data transfers are hard

to manage. The inherent difficulties encountered are not

only experienced by researchers, these projects but also

pose quite a challenge for ethics committees. The rules,

procedures, and structures of ethics committees—as with

other organizations—are usually not adaptable for excep-

tional situations. Acknowledgement of this situation, both

by researchers and ethics committees, could be a first step

toward the adaptation of the ethics review.

In Canada, the ethics policy applicable to almost all

research conducted in universities and hospitals allows for

the establishment of alternative ethics review models or

arrangements appropriate for the research under review [9].

Thus, we initiated some different arrangements.

One of these arrangements involved dividing the process

into several stages to avoid congestion of the complex

issues that do not necessarily require simultaneous reso-

lution. When possible, a large project may be split into a

few smaller parts that can be run almost ‘‘separately’’ to

allow the evaluation and approval of each part in sequence.

Such a multi-step ethics approval may also manage ethics

issues that cannot be defined or foreseen at the beginning of

the project. In large-scale projects spanning over several

years, there are many ethical issues known at the begin-

ning, but others arise as the project progresses. Ongoing

project development—particularly unavoidable changes on

practical issues (e.g., the origin of the samples and data; the

exact type of analysis to be done; and local restrictions on

sample and data providers)—often makes it impossible to

identify all ethical issues from the beginning.

Hence, we invited our principal ethics committee to

adapt its review process into 7 stages by regrouping similar

types of analyses together. Activities related to biological

analyses were separated from activities related to social

sciences, creating 1 principal study with 6 sub-studies. The

sub-study related to social sciences was further split into 3

sub-studies due to their very different nature and in order to

avoid unnecessary delaying of other activities.

The second arrangement concerned the recognition of

the ethics approvals obtained from the numerous providers

of samples and data. Samples and data come from many

countries with distinct ethical frameworks. The ethics

committee in charge of approving foreign samples analyses

must take reasonable precautions to ensure that local ethics

policies are duly respected. While a specific ethics com-

mittee cannot know and apply ethical concepts and laws

from around the world, it can nevertheless rely on some

kind of proof or records indicating that the applicable

obligations have been fulfilled. To facilitate this task, we

used 3 strategies:

• Creation of a table of ethics approvals status for the

whole international project (continuously updated and

shared with the Canadian ethics committees);

• Confirmation with transfer agreements that appropriate

ethics approvals (or legal authorization) and informed

consent were obtained; and

• Receipt of confirmation letters from sample and data

providers concerning their own ethical status and

related obligations.

The confirmation letter provides information on key

elements related to potential core ethical concerns: (1)

measures to protect confidentiality, (2) plans for managing

individual results, (3) ethics approval status, and (4) the

existence of a sample/data management policy and transfer

agreement. With this on record, ethics committees are

informed about essential elements of already collected

samples and data in another jurisdiction (which are likely

managed with distinct ethical rules), and thus may make an

informed decision about their use.

Table 1 Ethical issues and flexibility

Issue Variability range Flexibility used

Requirement of

ethics approval

Not required for

epidemiologic data

analysis; required

for non anonymized

data analysis; not

required for sample

analysis with

contracting out

service using coded

samples where no

access to the code;

required for any

sample analysis…

Approval required

according to local

law, policies and

guidelines

Confidentiality

protection method

(data & samples)

Coding with linkage

to a central

database; mandatory

anonymization;

method not

specified

Coding with linkage

to the central

database, unless

prohibited by local

provider or lack of

consent

Incidental findings Obligation to return

specific results; no

guidelines on return;

return not allowed

Managed as required

by the rules of the

provider’s

jurisdiction or

governed by former

consent where

specified

Access to data for

future research

(from the central

database)

Wide access for

research; limited to

a few research

domains; not

mentioned

Opt-out option for the

data provider (when

proposed use is not

permitted by local

rules or not

permitted or not

specified in consent)
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Indeed, appropriate adaptations for ethics reviews may

improve and enhance the process. However, since the onus

of initiating and developing these adaptations is on the

local research teams and institutions—and their ethics

committees—some authors may deem it unrealistic to

expect them to dedicate the necessary energy to make the

necessary adaptations [11].

Integrated and Customized Sample and Data Sharing

Tools

As previously explained, 90,000 samples and associated data

will make a trip from their countries of origin (65 studies in

30 countries) to 4 laboratories in 3 countries. Some of them

will also make a round trip from a sequencing laboratory to a

bioinformatics laboratory. In the end, results will be stored in

a central database for future unknown projects. Most of the

samples and data which will be used for PERSPECTIVE will

be provided by BCAC members, already governed by shar-

ing rules and regulations.

We conceived two integrated and customized tools for

this sample and data sharing.

Sharing can occur in both, when required for analysis in

the project and when used for future, unspecified research

projects. Thus, both possibilities were integrated into cus-

tomized transfer tools. Uniform rules for the management

of sharing were made clear from the outset by integrating

existing BCAC consortium data sharing rules. Samples and

data obtained under different conditions at different times

may be shared using these tools.

Moreover, with our collaboration, customized tools

were developed by our colleagues in the UK (where the

BCAC consortium and central database are located).

Table 2 details the tools and some of their characteristics.

First, a Memorandum of Understanding established the

broad terms according to which samples and data would be

managed and transferred between collaborators, and then

two other agreements (one for data only and another for

both samples and data) were drawn up for the application

of these principles for when a transfer occurs. The transfer

agreement for both samples and data may be adjusted for

each transfer. In fact, while data transfer agreements can

proceed very quickly, material transfer agreements for

samples are more problematic. They often need to be

adjusted, since the laws and regulations regarding the

exchange of biological samples differ considerably across

jurisdictions.

Certain aspects merit particular attention in the context

of developing customized tools for sharing: (A) the sharing

of results and confidentiality protection and (B) the

involvement of incentives to share results.

(A) The Sharing of Results and Confidentiality

Protection

Sharing research results maximizes research potential and

provides fair returns to the public for their participation and

investment in research. Sharing results is not an option, but

an obligation. Sharing results is primarily an ethical obli-

gation, but it is often an administrative obligation imposed

by funding agencies. The PERSPECTIVE funding agency

policy on data sharing commits the agency to ‘‘the prin-

ciple of rapid data release and sharing of unique resources

to the scientific community’’ [12]. It implies that a rea-

sonable effort should be made to have the data available

‘‘in a timely fashion with minimal or no restrictions’’ [11].

Often funding agencies also require the research teams

to develop and to apply a data sharing plan. The PER-

SPECTIVE sharing plan is based on the principle of Open

Science, which urges researchers to promptly release data

and results. Indeed, the funding policy governing PER-

SPECTIVE stresses the importance of ensuring protection

of participant privacy and confidentiality. A balance must

be struck between broad data sharing and the protection of

the privacy and confidentiality of participants. It complies

with the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

Development (OECD) Principles and Guidelines for

Access to Research Data from Public Funding [13]. Not

only do these Principles and Guidelines promote a culture

of openness and sharing of research data, but they also

recognize the limits imposed by confidentiality protection.

Recognizing that ‘‘access to or use of data may be

restricted to safeguard the privacy of individuals’’, OECD

Principles and Guidelines require researchers to take into

account national laws on the protections of privacy [12].

The necessity to find an arrangement between data sharing

and confidentiality protection is also a concern expressed in

the draft of the Framework for Responsible Sharing of

Genomic and Health-Related Data [14••].

Protecting confidentiality remains a primordial and

continuous concern in sample and data sharing. No method

is 100 % effective in ensuring confidentiality, even anon-

ymization. Scientists have shown that anonymized DNA

samples could still be linked to the donor using publicly

Table 2 Developed samples and data sharing tools

Tool Scope Aim

Memorandum of

understanding

Samples and

data

Current and future

projects

Data transfer agreement Data Current and future

projects

Material transfer

agreement

Samples and

data

Limited to the current

project
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accessible information [15••]. Via the male surnames of

participants from genealogy websites and the short tandem

repeats on the Y chromosome as listed in a biobank,

matches could be made. This demonstration underlines the

importance of professionalism and the importance of trust

in the researchers for the protection of confidentiality. No

management modalities or technologies can ensure abso-

lute privacy however. Awareness of the team members that

handle samples and data should be prioritized, including

educational measures and confidentiality certificates.

Thus, the PERSPECTIVE sharing agreement includes

clauses on confidentiality protection. Researchers commit

to ‘‘not use the Information in any manner that might

expose [donor] identity or infringe their right to privacy,

nor attempt to identify or contact any of the Donors’’ and

‘‘[to] hold and to procure the holding in strictest confi-

dence’’. Local restrictions on confidentiality protection of

samples and data usage could be added to the transfer

agreements. These local restrictions become linked with

the samples and data, and thus follow them through future

projects. As previously explained, such distinct protection

measures are allowed: both coded data and anonymized

data are used—the latter decreasing research potential but

raising privacy levels.

(B) Incentives to Share Results

Providing rapid and unrestricted access to data resulting

from a project poses challenges with regard to the

involvement of researchers. Those who contribute their

knowledge and expertise to build the original concept and

to find funding may justly expect recognition for their

contribution [16, 17••]. Data and the knowledge derived

therefrom are rarely mechanically produced. They origi-

nate from research guided by strong research leadership. It

is not a trivial issue. Innovation depends largely—in

addition to funding—on the researchers’ willingness to test

their hypotheses and to obtain results therefrom. Moreover,

research funding is directly linked to publishing research

findings; researchers do not want to compromise their

ability to obtain further grants [18]. Why would researchers

want ‘‘to be part of a system where they feel someone else

can take advantage of their unsung contributions’’ [19]?

The Fort Lauderdale Statement which advocates rapid

pre-publication data release recognizes that this sort of

release ‘‘might conflict with a fundamental scientific

incentive—publishing the first analysis of one’s own data’’

[20]. Researchers who produce data fear of being

‘‘scooped’’ by those who interpret the ready-to-use valu-

able dataset [17••]. The tension between ‘‘benefit’’ sharing

and the lack of incentives due to publishing and patenting

prerogatives should never be seen as all or nothing: this is

where both funders and universities can be of help. The

incentives put in place to address this issue should ‘‘rep-

licate the climate of trust and reciprocity that accompanies

traditional and more informal data sharing’’ [18].

The data sharing plan of the PERSPECTIVE project was

built on the initial framework of an existing consortium:

the Breast Cancer Association Consortium (BCAC). This

Consortium had previously adopted guidelines for data

access and authorship. It was decided that these guidelines

would be fully integrated into PERSPECTIVE albeit with

some adjustments to respect local ethics requirements.

The BCAC Guidelines maintain a very delicate balance

between the release of data and researcher attribution. First

of all, data should be accessible to both Consortium

members and non-members. Among the relevant rules

included in these guidelines, a few illustrate how researcher

incentives can be pursued at the same time as sharing:

• Approval by an access committee of any proposal to use

the stored data (this process also allows the researcher

who provided the data to opt out of the proposed

analysis);

• Priority for members who proposed a particular SNP for

leading the analysis and to have authorship;

• A 1-year period of exclusivity after the completion of

the genotyping before publishing; and

• Specific rules to recognize and to promote authorship of

researchers who provided the data.

Moreover, some adjustments or additions could be made to

these guidelines in light of the sample and data sharing

tools previously discussed. Indeed, restrictions on sharing

could be added in the agreement depending on when the

samples or data ‘‘enter’’ the loop of the project. Such

restrictions must respect any restrictions originating from

the samples and data provided. For instance, it could be an

obligation concerning authorship or an additional delay

before allowing unrestricted access [13].

Conclusion

It is true to say ‘‘big project, big issues’’ or ‘‘big data, big

ethics’’ [21]. But it is also true that researchers can equip

themselves to minimize these concerns. Researchers who

initiate large-scale international projects are pioneers. Not

only do they have to struggle to prove their scientific

hypotheses, but they also need to overcome the barriers of

ethical and legal requirements. They have our total respect

for meeting both of these challenges. Multiple innovative

strategies created to maximize the current process on a

local level are probably the best solution for now, while

global—hopefully international—solutions are being

developed.
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Indeed, PERSPECTIVE is working on developing the

concept of an ethics ‘‘Safe Harbour’’ that could allow for

the mutual recognition of data access and ethics review

between countries. This system would facilitate the har-

monization of ethics reviews of international research

projects while respecting transposable research ethics

norms and principles. As a first step, it would require the

endorsement of the Framework for Responsible Sharing of

Genomic and Health-Related Data of the Regulatory and

Ethics Working Group of the Global Alliance for

Genomics and Health [13]. We hope this initiative will

facilitate international project management and allow

researchers to direct their full focus and energies on their

scientific endeavors.
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